TVARC FD 2015 RECAP

- Stations: SSB, CW, GOTA
- Antennas: 2 yagis, two 80/40 fan dipoles, one 40M dipole
- Rigs: Flex+AL-811H, K3+KPA500, TS-570S
- Attendance: 41
- QSOs: CW – 987, SSB – 1,479, GOTA - 18
Many Thanks To:

W1EJM, Don and
WA1UTQ, Bruce
For providing numerous photos of our
FD adventure!
SETUP 80/40 DIPOLE CW
SETUP 80/40 DIPOLE CW
SETUP 80/40 DIPOLE CW
SETUP CW YAGI
SETUP CW YAGI
SETUP CW YAGI
SETUP CW YAGI
SETUP CW YAGI
SETUP SSB YAGI
SETUP SSB YAGI & DIPOLES
SETUP SSB YAGI & DIPOLES
INSIDE THE SHACK - CW
INSIDE THE SHACK - SSB
INSIDE THE SHACK - GOTA
TVARC FD 2015 HOURLY QSOs

![Bar chart showing hourly QSOs for CW and SSB modes.]